Roundtable 1: Implementation and accountability for results
Three Ones Civil Society Guidelines

✓ Multi-stakeholder involvement: adapted locally, action focused guidance and methods
✓ Joint action plans that effectively address the needs of marginalised and vulnerable populations
✓ Connecting M&E systems

• better understanding by all of role and impact of all stakeholders’ actions
• collecting and measuring the right data and closing the information deficit

But…

▪ Civil society participation needs to be resourced
Using Joint Reviews to Strengthen Implementation

- Benefit of joint reviews: Interaction and feedback from a wide range and cross section of stakeholders based on experience on the ground.
- Identification of common solutions and processes to address the issues, challenges and problems; but also to sustain the gains.
- Provides an opportunity to refocus efforts and resources towards more deserving areas.
- Builds trust and confidence.
Challenges of joint reviews

- Financial accountability at the expense of programme implementation
- Demands by donors to review and agree on issues before they are considered and approved by the NAC Board makes the Board redundant and disempowered.
- Inclusiveness and participation of all donors and stakeholders
Recommendations

- Support and resource the application of the guidelines and report in future meetings of the PCB to learn about their application.
- Use joint AIDS reviews as an opportunity for inclusion and participation of civil society and other stakeholders including donors and the UN.
- National AIDS authorities need to show leadership for alignment and harmonization to happen.